Viking’s FM Approved fire protection containment unit is used to store single, composite intermediate bulk containers (IBCs) that contain ignitable liquids. These units are intended to be stored within production or staging areas within manufacturing, industrial or other similar type environments.

The unit is designed to capture an ignitable liquid release, containing the fuel spill and allowing the liquid or burning liquid to drop through a flame arrestor and deposit into a holding tank. The holding tank has a capacity of 150% of the composite IBC for which it is designed. The IBC containment unit is offered with sides up or sides down, offering two convenient options for installation.

Features and advantages of Viking’s IBC Containment Unit:

- Capacity for full IBC content plus sprinkler system discharge
- A flame arrestor that protects the containment sump from fire
- No overflow or spread of ignitable burning liquid
- A versatile folding access door for forklifts and pallet trucks
- Filling and dispensing access
- Open top to accept overhead sprinkler discharge
- Both the Model 275 and the Model 330 have a footprint of 57.8" x 70.5", and are 92" and 98" tall when fully assembled, respectively

For more information, please contact your Viking sales representative or visit our website at vikinggroupinc.com.